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introduction...



• Real crime scene investigators 
come upon a scene.

• They gather evidence.



• Both the crime scene 
people and detectives will 
interview experts in the 
field for their insight.

• They will use reason and 
logic to work out a puzzle.



• A list of names is 
narrowed down to 
some prime 
suspects. 

• They then go and 
test their 
hypotheses to 
narrow it down 
even further.



We’ll do that now but on a cosmic scale.



We’ve come upon a body.



Only the body we’ll now investigate 
isn’t a human body...



And there are some important questions that need answering.



Questions like...



How did the body get there?



Why is this body alive - and not dead?



Who or what is responsible for it being there?



The body we’ll be examining now...



...is Planet Earth
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The 
“Victim” 
 
name: 
EARTH



Scene:
† A blue, spherical, 

life-support body  
lies in a remote 
region of the 
universe.

† It teems with life. 
Why?

† Who or what  
is responsible?



Two Immediate Suspects

1. The life-filled body spins 
there as a result of a random 
series of fortunate events, 
or…

2. It lies there as a result of 
deliberate acts of an 
intelligent being.



Investigating the Body

         ENTER   CRIME SCENE: DO NOT ENTER   CAUTION: DO N



† The size of this planetary body, Earth, 
is perfect for life.

† More mass means more gravity, less 
mass, less gravity…



† Any more gravity means it will hold on to 
lighter, deadlier gases.

† But less gravity means Earth can’t hold on to 
life gases such as oxygen and nitrogen!



† And it has an ozone 
layer in upper 
atmosphere which 
protects the life 
from uv radiation.

† Investigation shows 
atmosphere is perfect 
for life.



Warning:

Text

† The following may be disturbing for some.

† It contains a graphic image of a planetary 
autopsy.

† Discretion is advised...



† Body has perfect skin (crust).
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† A thicker crust 
means no plate 
tectonics.

† What is plate 
tectonics?



† A dozen+ giant plates are able to ride above a 
molten mantle.

† They plough into,  
over, and by  
each other.



† Plate tectonics allows the constant rebuilding 
of mountains and continents…



† and the incessant 
recycling of 
gases and 
nutrients for 
life…



† …through volcanic activity.



† Thicker plates =  
no plate 
tectonics

† Erosion  
would flatten 
surface, and 
Earth wd be 
covered with 
water.



† Thinner crust and 
there would be way 
too much crustal 
activity.

† Too many 
earthquakes, too 
many volcanoes…



† and more devastating tsunamis.



† Investigations show the 
Earth to be spinning 
perfectly, too.

† Faster and winds would 
be devastating and the 
rainfall limited…



† Slower, and one 
side heats up 
way too high 
during day then 
cools to very 
low temps at 
night.



† And Earth is  
tilted just  
perfectly.

† Not enough  
tilt limits  
good climates  
closer to  
thin bands  
near equator.

† Too much tilt 
makes for long HOT 
summers and long 
COLD winters.



✓ These facts and many, many more 
lead us to believe Earth is a 
planetary body perfectly 
constructed for life.



Other bodies at the scene

† A single star and other smaller bodies were 
found in the vicinity.



† The star is exactly 
the right type to 
support life on 
Earth.

† This “sun” is the 
right size, distance, 
temp, number for 
life.



† Any bigger it 
would have burned 
out long ago.

† And big stars pour 
out more energy 
way quicker, and 
die violently.



† A smaller star would mean 
the victim would need to 
get closer to stay warm.

† But getting closer slows 
the victim’s spin to a 
crawl with one side 
eventually facing the 
star all the time.



† The nearly circular 
orbit of Earth 

around the star 
allows a nice even 

temp throughout the 
year.



† Too elliptical  
means way too 

hot part of the 
year, way too 

cold at another.



† A two-star system 
makes for a no-life 
planet.

† Both stars throw the 
body away or into 
each other.



† Of course no star at all means no 
sustained, significant source of energy.



† Other big planets 
in neighborhood 
play a crucial 

role.

† They prevent 
asteroids and 

comets from 
hurtling into 

victim.



† But if they are too 
close, they 
themselves will 
disrupt victim’s 
orbit.

† They are perfectly 
placed now.



† A very close body 
orbits the victim – 
“the Moon.”

† Without it,  
our victim would 
wobble too much for 
life.



† Experts tell us its creation happened when 
a large body smacked into Earth long ago.



† This collision stripped Earth of a too-thick 
atmosphere, thinned its crust just perfectly, 
added extra radioactive stuff that allows the 
perfect tectonics now, and produced this life-
preserving satellite.



✓ These facts and many, many more 
lead us to believe that the 
neighborhood the body was found in 
is absolutely perfect (and 
absolutely necessary) for a life-
filled planet.



The larger vicinity
† Apparently our victim and all its neighbors 

are located in a special spot in the galaxy.



† Out farther there is not enough planet-making 
material available.



† If a planet were too close to the center, its 
orbit would get disrupted and large numbers 
of explosions called supernovae waste the 
place, but...



† Too few  
supernovae  
means not  
enough  
periodic  
tableware is  
produced.

† Earth is  
located in  
a place where 
supernovae 
occur at a 
perfect rate.



† Our victim also lies 
in the perfect type 

of galaxy, a spiral.

† These allow many 
generations of stars 
and plenty of local 

planet-making 
material.



✓ These evidences and many more tell 
us that the planet itself, its 
neighbors, and now the entire 
“city,” appear perfect for life.



Time of death life

† And life on this 
planet sprang up at 

the perfect time.

† It could not have 
happened earlier - 

Earth was violent and 
wasn’t “ready.” 



† But later than now, the sun will be too hot.

† Much later, stars now living will die out.

† And the universe is expanding faster and faster 
and faster.



More evidence

† We’ve so far discovered 
more than 300 pieces of 
evidence, many of which 
have to be exactly as they 
are or no life in this 
body.



Expert  
testimony

† But beside the evidence, 
experts in the field 
provide their own 
testimony…



Paul Davies (astrophysicist)

…evidence for design of the 
universe and of earth for 
human life could rightly be 
described as overwhelming.



Paul Davies 
(same astrophysicist)

There is for me powerful 
evidence that there is 
something going on behind it 
all…  
It seems as though somebody 
has fine-tuned nature’s 
numbers to make the Universe…



Fred Hoyle  
(astrophysicist)

A common sense 
interpretation of the 
facts suggests that a 
superintellect has 
monkeyed with physics, as 
well as with chemistry and 
biology, and that there 
are no blind forces worth 
speaking about in 
nature...



Arthur Eddington 
(astrophysicist)

The idea of a universal 
mind or Logos would be, I 
think, a fairly plausible 

inference from the present 
state of scientific 

theory.



George Greenstein 
(astronomer)

As we survey all the 
evidence, the thought 
insistently arises that 
some supernatural agency - 
or, rather, Agency - must 
be involved.



Is it possible that 
suddenly, without intending 
to, we have stumbled upon 
scientific proof of the 
existence of a Supreme 
Being? Was it God who 
stepped in and so 
providentially crafted the 
cosmos for our benefit? 

George Greenstein 
(astronomer)



Arno Penzias 
(Nobel prize, physics) Astronomy leads us to a 

unique event, a universe 
which was created out of 

nothing, one with the very 
delicate balance needed to 

provide exactly the 
conditions required to 

permit life, and one which 
has an underlying (one 

might say 'supernatural') 
plan.



Roger Penrose  
(mathematician)

I would say the 
universe has a 
purpose. It's not 
there just somehow by 
chance.



Vera Kistiakowsky  
(MIT physicist)

The exquisite order 
displayed by our 
scientific understanding 
of the physical world 
calls for the divine.



Antony Flew  
(philosopher & former atheist)

† …the argument to 
Intelligent Design is 
enormously stronger 
than it was when I 
first met it.



† …it seems to me that 
the case for an 
Aristotelian God who 
has the 
characteristics of 
power and also 
intelligence, is now 
much stronger than it 
ever was before.

Antony Flew  
(philosopher & former atheist)



Conclusions
† Based on  

1) data  
2) expert witnesses  
can we conclude that this planet lies 
here as a result of a “super intellect”?



† Some would argue 
that however 
infinitesimal the 
chance, this all 
could still be the 
result of random 
chance.



Gambler’s fallacy

† Is it possible to flip a coin one 
million times and get tails every 
single time? (yes.)

† Is is likely? (no.)

† When do we finally say “Stop! I want 
to see that coin!”?



Prime suspect

† Random chance should be 
eliminated as a possible 
lead.

† Some superior 
intelligence is the 
likely prime suspect.



Profiling the perpetrator:

† hyper-intelligent
† meticulous to the extreme
† caring
† “personal” (has a personality)
† beyond this universe, not trapped by time 

and space

† big grey beard



But just who is that supreme being?



suggested 
reading



suggested 
viewing



suggested surfing

reasons.org 

swordandspirit.com 

godandscience.org



questions? write me at: 
mark@swordandspirit.com
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